A Message from
Founder and Abbess
Bhikshuni Thubten Chodron

We have spent the time
practicing deeply and growing
our fortitude, the ability to
remain calm and undisturbed
in the face of difficulties.

T

ogether with you and the rest of the world, Sravasti
Abbey has navigated two years of the Covid pandemic.
We have spent the time practicing deeply and growing our
fortitude, the ability to remain calm and undisturbed in the
on the spiritual path.
Although 2021 gave us many opportunities to practice
fortitude, we have had a joyful year. We were able to share
the Dharma far and wide, deepen our individual practice,
and strengthen and develop our monastic community.
With your support—coming every day in so many ways—
we all worked together to create peace in a chaotic world.

Strengthening the Sangha

The Abbey’s primary mission is to support
a flourishing monastic community that
will, in turn, preserve the Dharma for future
generations and benefit all of society.
The Buddha said that he established monastic precepts
so that the Dharma will last forever. While living these
precepts is the foundation of all we do, 2021 brought two
special opportunities to deepen our monastic practice.
Taiwan over Zoom. She covered topics concerning how to
ordain and train monastics, and how Buddhist monasteries
and temples are organized in Taiwan.
that focused on the shiksamana trainings, the guidelines
for nuns in training between novice and bhikshuni (full)
ordination. Guest nuns, our own shiksamanas, and lay
monastics. Supported by lay volunteers, the program was
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The Abbey sangha continues to grow. We now have
along with anagarikas (eight precept holders), and other
people interested in ordination. Twenty people attend
in person. The rest joined online from Europe, Brazil,

It is by your kindness that the
sangha grows at Sravasti Abbey,
and we are grateful.

Meeting with Friends of
Sravasti Abbey Singapore

We also heard teachings from Geshe Dadul Namgyal

Opening, Closing, and Sharing
the Dharma

Engaging in the
To maintain the health of our community, the Abbey Bodhisattva’s Deeds as well as from Samsara, Nirvawas closed most of the year. We were joyfully able to na, and Buddha Nature
open the doors for a few weeks in the summer, and then
had to close them again as Covid infections resurged.
Yet, through the power of the internet, Abbey
monastics shared the Dharma to more places than we Living with Nature
could have visited in person. Groups in 15 countries—

monastics to give Dharma talks and teachings. That in
addition to all our regularly offered programs.

evacuation plans and ran a couple of drills to be ready
danger subsided for another year.
Once residents were fully vaccinated, we welcomed
vaccinated guests to help us work outdoors. Over
several months, many people moved dead wood out of
the forest, stocked the woodpile for winter, and burned
the slash when it was safe to do so. Oddly enough,
the drought seemed to especially sweeten the plums,
apples, and pears in the Abbey orchards, which we
shared with the deer and bears that came to harvest
what they could.

The Buddha Hall
In August, Nicole Ackerman became Venerable Thubten Rinchen.

forward step by step toward building our new temple.
We had to postpone construction in 2020 when the
We were very fortunate to hear the Dharma from ac pandemic struck. Then, with the arrival of a safe
vaccine, we enthusiastically launched an effort to
Geshe Yeshe Thabkhe is a living treasure of the Dharma start construction in the summer 2021, only to see the
and an esteemed scholar and professor emeritus at
ments and delays, some of it affected by Covid. Your

Zoom Brought the Dharma to Us

Pramanavarttika
course beyond the scheduled time!

helped ensure that we can start soon. At this writing,
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All the good the Abbey has done and
will do is completely dependent on your
kindness and generosity.

Gen Heywood Photography

Writing and Reaching Out

6, Courageous Compassion, came out in April. Volume
7, Searching for the Self, will come out in spring 2022.
Gavin Discovers the

Informal teachings are a rich aspect of monastic training.

Secret to Happiness
a wonderful testament to the power of the Dharma to You play an active role in sharing and spreading the Dharma,
transform minds, even for those serving life in prison.
by your personal practice as well as your support.
Our prison Dharma program continues to offer
spiritual support for about 1,300 incarcerated people.
We also stay involved with Youth Emergency Services
with wisdom, compassion, and an open heart strengthens
to care for homeless teens in our area, have joined
our ethical conduct, generosity, concentration, joyous
effort, and wisdom, thus making our lives meaningful
photos and stats on the following pages. All the good
the Abbey has done and will do is completely depen
dent on your kindness and generosity.
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Thank you for being part of this. Thank you for joining
Sravasti Abbey to create peace in a chaotic world.

Far-Reaching Dharma

Outreach by the Numbers

Although Covid limited how many visitors could come to us, more than
60 outside groups invited the Abbey to come to them online. Sponsor
ing groups included Dharma centers, psychology associations, churches,
memorials and vigils, and educational institutions, including a Singa

YouTube Channel

550 Teachings Uploaded
619,015 Views
Vimeo Livestream

35,829 Views
Insight Timer Meditation App

15,104 Followers
304,478 Plays
ThubtenChodron.org

440,610 Page Views
2021 Green Tara Retreat from Afar
Approximately

427 Meditators, including 170 in prison
Sravasti Abbey Friends Education (SAFE)
Distance Learning Program

380 Students
We relished our live Sharing the Dharma Day discussion groups
in the short time we were open to vaccinated guests.

Retreats, Events, and Courses

All courses were led by Ven. Thubten Chodron unless otherwise noted.

Engaging in the Bodhisattva’s Deeds, weekly
Samsara, Nirvana, & Buddha Nature, weekly
– Abbey nuns

– Ven. Sangye Khadro

Making bread to feed the sangha.

– Ven. Sangye Khadro
– Ven. Thubten Chodron & community
108 Verses in Praise of Great Compassion
– Geshe Dadul Namgyal
Pramanavarttika teachings – Geshe Yeshe Thabkhe

– Sravasti Abbey Community
– Sravasti Abbey Community
– Ven. Thubten Nyima

Illumination of the Thought teachings
Vesak Day practice, and many more.
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Venerable Sangye Khadro’s online teachings spanned the globe.

Monastic Rites and Education
Vinaya courses: teachings online with Venerable
for shiksamana nuns training for full ordination.
We regularly do the fortnightly posadha ceremony
to purify and restore precepts, the annual monastic
varsa retreat, and the concluding pravarana ceremony.
The monastic schedule also includes regular pujas
and chanting practices, teachings and reviews, weekly
teachings on Buddhist philosophy with Dr. Jeffrey

Friends from Singapore and Malaysia offered food for many
weeks. We met them on Zoom to do the food offering ceremony.

Publications 2021
Books
• Courageous Compassion
Compassion series (Wisdom Publications)
• Gavin Discovers the Secret to Happiness
Translations
• Approaching the Buddhist Path
• Approaching the Buddhist Path
• Seven Tips for a Happy Life
• Transforming our Daily Activities
• Working With Anger
• Good Karma (Chinese)
• Amitabha Sutra (from Chinese into English
by Venerable Damcho)
Articles

Rejoicing in the virtuous aspirations of the
Exploring Monastic Life students.

online publications including Associated Press News,
Lion’s Roar Magazine and many others.

Prison Outreach and Social Engagement
We are glad to offer spiritual support, reaching about
newsletter, and sending (where allowed) CDs/DVDs
of teachings, and including prison meditators in our
Abbey monastics serve on the board of our local
Youth Emergency Services and offered Nonviolent
Communication classes for the staff in 2021. We also
joined and/or spoke at several events and vigils in
support of human rights and environmental concerns.
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The community gathers to conclude a fire evacuation drill
to hone our readiness to respond to wildfires.

Volunteers help clean the Abbey’s forest to protect it from fire and support its health.

Caring for the Land

A small crew of fully-vaccinated volunteers helped
us continue fire mitigation activities around Abbey
grounds. We focused on limbing trees closest to Abbey
buildings and stacked large piles of firewood on trails
to offer local residents. We also grew vegetables, cared
for orchards, removed noxious weeds, and built a new
woodshed to hold winter firewood.

Venerable Samten joyfully shows updated plans for the Buddha Hall.

The Buddha Hall
We entered 2021 with enthusiasm to begin construction
of the new 17,000-square foot Buddha Hall. However,
the resurgence of Covid cases in the US, changes we
made to the building location and design, and regulatory issues slowed things down. By fall, we knew we
would have to wait until 2022. Now, with the building
permit in hand, new cost estimates are forthcoming.
We look forward to really starting in 2022!

The forest is thriving thanks to our kind volunteers.
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Supporting the Dharma
to Spread in the World

“Because of you, I have the most excellent examples of
kindness, generosity, and ethical conduct. Because of
you, I know a lot more exists than what I can perceive.
You help me calm my mind when nothing else works and
you help me feel connection to the Buddhas. Thank you
for devoting your lives to the Dharma.”
—Khadro Thrasher, Louisiana

Local friends deliver food offerings every week without fail.

We value transparency in all our activities.

However, we no longer think it’s wise to publish financial reports or donors’
names on the web. Write the office for a complete copy of the Annual Report
that includes the financial report and benefactors.
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2021 Benefactors
Thank you all! Your offerings of time, material support, and good
wishes combine to sustain the monastic community and our mission.
Each one of you is included as we dedicate this merit for all beings.
Together, we create peace in a chaotic world.

Monastic training course participants and volunteers 2021.
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